
SETTING YOUR VISION

Before determining what your vision statement is, you need to . "Reviewing your long-term goals in a collaborative
setting will help you then.

Bold: Is it brave and big enough? A vision is the bigger picture. Unsplash Consider some of these vision
statements: Habitat for Humanity: A world where everyone has a decent place to live. Falkowski also suggests
using individual stakeholder interviews as an effective way to encourage candor among all invested parties
and to gather real and honest feedback. This is where that college philosophy class should come in handy.
Setting goals includes not only where you plan to end up but the steps that will get you there. Overall, a good
vision is something you hear once and then never forget. Your vision statement will consist of an overall
description of your ideal life, combined with a list of areas that matter most, and high-level goals for each
area. Suggest a correction. That way, there will be absolutely no ambiguity about whether or not your team is
hitting them. Where would you like to be in your career in 5 years? Follow these steps, adapted from Randall
S. Second, it provides guidance in a world of choices. It's also something that may take several efforts and
false starts before things begin to clear and you start getting a grasp of your ideal future. We like to see others
performing at their best, and most of us also aspire to fulfill our own potential, in order to achieve something
big. This supports the notion that mission, strategy, and vision are all necessary. That means if you know the
Why, you will easily figure out the What and the How later. In either case, your vision should be clear because
it is the foundation on which you build. Moreover, when you can consistently see your vision, you can always
question if your current actions are contributing to that ultimate goal. There is a sense of real commitment. To
save for a down payment on a house 3. After all, your task is to motivate people to collaborate to get things
done, despite their differences and external obstacles. Know your goals Setting appropriate goals is an art.
This makes it nigh on impossible to align their work with overall strategy. Be prepared to commit time and
resources to the vision you establish. As part of an annual career planning process, you should review your
career vision statement and make any adjustments that you feel are necessary. Who does that? This contributes
to a sense of accountability around the goals that have been set. It includes the strategies and tactics you use to
move toward your vision. What could you contribute to the world that would make you feel proud and
content?


